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SUMMARY
Reeds are presented of an instigation made to determine
the two-dimensionallift and drag Aaractwistica of nine .VAC.4
6-series aiTfoil sections at Reynolds nwmbw of 15.0X 10e,
20.0 x106, and.%.OXIP. Also presentedare datajroin A?ACA
Rep. 8.24for the same airfoik at Reynolds wumbersof 3.OXIP,
6.0 XIOC,and 9.0X106. The airfoils selectedrepresent sections
hwring cariaticmsin the airfoil thickness, thicknessform, and
camber. 17iechcmactaisticsof an airfoil with a splitjlap were
determinedin one instance, as WCMthe e$ect of .swrjaceroughnes~.
Qualitativeexplanations in terms of jlow behwior are adcanced
for the oh.?ercedtypes of scale efect.
INTRODUCTION-
Two-dimensional aerodynamic clata obtained at R-eynoMs
numbers of 3.0X 10s,6.0X 10fl,and 9.0X106 are now generally
a-mikble for a large number of systematically derived
NACM airfoil sections (reference 1). The Reynolds number
range from 3.0 X106 to 9.0X106 is sticient to sat:iefy engi-
neering needs for many practical applications, but the recent
tremls tomard both very large and wry l&h-speed aircraft
have emphasized the necessity for aerodynamic data at
higher values of the ReynoMs number. &investigation has
accordingly been made of the aerodynamic charac.terisiicsof
a number of systematically varied NACA 6-series a.irfoik at
Re~olds numbers of 15.OX 106, 20.0X106, and 25.0X 10s.
The results of this iuwstigation at high Reynolds numbers
together -withthose from reference 1 for the same airfoils at
Reynolds numbers of 3.OX 106, 6.OX 106, and 9.OX 106 are
presented in the present report. These results are tmdjzed,
and possible qualitative explanations in terms of flow be-
havior are ad-mnced for the type of scale effects observed.
The airfoiI design parameters wried were the thickness,
t.hicknees form, and camber. The &’AC.& 63 series was
chosen as the basic group for investigation because, on the
basis of available information, these airfoils appear to offer
good lo-iv-speed characteristics with a minimum of compro-
mise from consideration of the high-speed charac~erktics
Symmetrical airfoils of this series having thickness ratios of
6, 9, 12,and 18 percent of the chord were tested. J’ariations
in the tbiclrness form were irrrest.igat.edfor thickness ratios
of 6 and 9 percent of the chord, and the effect of a smd
25.~x10’
amount of camber was determined for thickness ratios of
9 percent and 12-percent of the chord. The systematic in-
vestigation -was made with the airfoils in the smooth
condition, although the effects of surface roughness were
determined in one instance. One test was also made with an
airfoil equipped -witha trailing-edge split flap. In all cases,
only lift and drag were measwed.
COEFFICIENTS AND SYMBOLS
c airfoil chord
cd section drag coefficient
e.j
min minimum section drag coficient
cl section lift coefficient
mafium section lift coefficient.
:- Reyaolds number based on a.irfoiIchord and
free-stream velocity
R’ Reynolds number based on distance between
kninar separation point and transition
point and loca.1velocity outside the bound-
ary layer at the point of separation
all section angle of attack
APPARATUS Ah’D TESTS
Wind tnnnel,—All the tests mere made in the Lan@ey two-
dirnensiomd lo-w-turbulence pressure tunnel. The test sec-
tion of this tunnel measures 3 feet by 7.5 feet and the model,
when mounted, completely spannecl the 3-foot climension.
Seals in the form of felt-back, wooden encl plates were in-
stal.leclbetw-eenthe enck of the model and the tunnel -m-Us
to prevent air ~eakage. Lift measurements -were made by
taking the dtierence between the pressure react-ionupon the
floor and ceikg of the t.&mel. Drag results were obtained
by the wake-survey method. A more complete description
of the tunnel and the method of obtaining and reducing the
data may be found in reference 2.
Models,—The nine airfoil sections for -whichexperimenhd
aerodpamic characteristics -wereobtained are:
NACA63-006 XAC.A 64-006 ATACA 6540f3
X.ACA 63-009’ NACA 64-009
3TACA 631-012
NACA 63.@lS
XAC.A 63-209
XAC.A631-212
307
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The models representing the airfoil sections were of 24-inch
chord and, with the exception of the model of the NACA
63fi-018 airfoil which was n+-tdeof laminated mahogany, a.11
were of machined metal. AHthe. models -werepainted with
~acquer and sanded.with No. 400 Carborundum paper until
aerodynamically smooth surfaces were obtained. The ordi-
nates of the airfoil sections are presented in table L Com-
plete descriptions of these airfoil sections, including the
methods of derivation and .theoretiwd-pressure-distribution
data, me a,vailablein reference 1.
Tests.—Lift and drag measurements were made for each
smooth airfoil at Reynolds numbers of 15.0X106, 20.0X106,
and 25,0 X106 with the exception of the NACA 633–018.airfoil,
which was tested only at Reynolds numbers of 15.0X 10d
and 20.OX 106. Tank pressures were regulated so that.
Mach number effects would he negligible, In addition, the
lift of the NACA 63+09 airfoil with a 0.20c simulated split
flap deflected 60° was measured at Reynolds immbers of
9.0X106, 15;ox 106,20.0 X106, and 25.0X106. The lift and
drag characteristics of the plain NACA 63–009 airfoil with
a roughened leading edge were also determined at the three
higher Reynolds numbers. The standard roughness em-
ployed consisted of 0.01l-inch Carborundum grains secured
with a light coat of shellac over a surface length of 8 percent
of the chord back from the leading edge on the upper and
lovversurfaces of the airfoiI. The grains were thinly spread
to cover from 5 to 10 percent of this area.
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RESULTS
The basic data obtained in the present investigation for
the different airfoils are presented in the form of stundnrcl
lift and drag coefficients in figures 1 to 9 ior Hcyuo]ds
numbers of 15.0X 10G,20.OX 106,ancl25.0X106 togct.hcrwith
data for Reynolds numbers of 3.OX 106,6,0X106, and 9.0X 10°
taken from reference 1. In order to frtcilitnte the analysis
of the effects of variations in the Reynolds number upon the
aerodynamic characteristics and the mm.ner in which these
variations are affected by airfoil design, some of the imporhmtj
aerodynamic characteristicsof each section hnve been plotted
against Reynolds number in figures 10 to 12. Compensation
for tunnel-wall effects has been made by the mpplicntionof
test-data corrections as explained in reference 2.
DISCUSSION ,
Since scale effects are the resuh of changing boundary-
layer conditions, any explanation of these efl[cts-must ncccS-,.-
sarily be based upon the wu-intion of boundary-layer
structturimndaction with Reynolds number. The exact extent,
anclnature of these changes nre not readily predickbk from
the amount and type of data obtained in the present inves-
tigation. Through a consideration of ncceptecl boundary-
layer knowledge, however, a qualitn.tive e~pkmntion of the
test results is presented in terms of bounclmy-layer phe-
nomena. Of more general interest to the designer is the
selection of an airfoil suitable for a pmticulm prnctical
,
-24 -16 -8 8 !6 . 24
Section angle of a+tack, aOj “deg
(u) Lift characteristics.
FtGUREI.—.crodynamicicehsracteristlcsof the N.4CA 63.006airfoil sectfon. lVagged symbols denotalcadtng-edgeroughness. 1
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application. With this purpose in mind, an attempt, is macle
in the analysis to give some indication of the mriations in
scale eflect that arise from “changi~~ the basic airfoiI design
parameters of thickness, thickness form, and camber.
DR+4G
Minimum drag.-The reaction of the minimum drag
coefficient of smooth airfoils to increasing Reynolds number,
shown in figure 10, is attributed to the relative strengths of
two interacting bouncla.~-la-yer changes. A thinni~~ of
the boundary layer with increaskg Reynolds munber gives
a gradual decrease of minimum clrag. As the Reynolcls
number is increased beyond a certain due, ho-we-rer, the
transition point begins to move forward and the cl.mg in-
creases. The initial “decrease of minimum drag -with in-
creasing Re3m01c1snumber, shown by the data for some of
the smooth airfoik, indicates that bounckry-la.~-er khinning
is the predominant act-iontakiig place at the lower Re-j-nolds
numbers. The subsequent flattening of the scale-effect
curves reveals the region where the transition of the bounclary
la~er is beginning to move forward. “The fial rapid increase
in minimum clrag with Re3molds number increase indicates
that forwa.rc[movement of transition is the controlling factor.
Although these general trencls are shown by the clata for
all the airfoik, the Reynolds numbers a.t -whichthe difFerent
effects predominate depend somewhat on airfoil clesign.
Some idea of the effect of thickness ratio upon the manner
in -which the minimum drag varies ~ith Rq-noick number
may be gained by a. comparison of t-heclata for the XACA
63-series syu.unetrictd sections having thicknesses from 6
percent to 1S percent ehorcl, presentecl in figure 10 (a).
The flat portions of the drag-scale-effect curves for the 6-
~percent-t.hick ancl 9-percent-thick sections show thut in the
Reynokls number range between 3.0X106 and appro.tiately
10.0X 10Ethe boundary-layer thirm@ and transition move-
ment are appro.simately bala,nceclwith respect to their oppos- .
irg tendencies to change the minimum drag. Increasing
the Reynolds number for these sections beyond 10.OX 106
brings about the predominance of the forward-movirgg tran-
sition region, as shown b-y the increase of minimum drag.
The results for the airfoik of 12 percent thickness and 18
percent t.hi&ness show a grachml clecrease of the minimum
drag coefficierifi -with Rejmolds number within that range
where the clragremaineclpractica.lly constant for the thinner
sections. This decrease continues up to a Re-jmolclsnumber
of 10.0X 10E for the 12-percent-thick section a.n~ up to
15.0X 10sfor the KACA 633-018 airfoil, after which the drag
increases with further increase in Reynolds number.
As contrasted to the thinner airfoils, the flow conditions
of the thicker airfoils are seen to be more favorable for clela.y-
ing the forward mo-rement of transition. An inspection of
Section Iiff coefficien~ cl
. (b) Drag characteristics.
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the pressure distribuiiom (reference I) for the sections con-
sidered in the thickness variation shows that as the thickness
increases the negative pressure gradient over the forward
part of the airfoil becomes more negative. The influence
of the airfoil pressure distribution upon the movement of
the transition point with Reynolds number has been inves-
tigated by Schlichting and thich (reference 3). The results,
of this work show the existence of a critical boundary-layer
Reynolds number Rtc, above which the laminar layer is
no longer stable and may become turbulent. Furthermore,
the value of the critical boundary-layer Reynolds number is
shown to increase rapidly and the laminar boundary layer,
to become increasingly stable as the pressure gradient along
the surface becomes more negative. The greater negative
pressure gradients of the 12-percent-thick and 18-percent-
thick” sections are probably responsible for a delay in the
Reynolds number at which transition moves forward and,
hence, a net drag reduction is noticeable for the thick sec-
tions up to fairly high values of the Reynolds number.
Because of the manner in which the character of the drag-
scde-effect curves varies with airfoil thickness, the minimum
drag coefficient shows a trend toward decrcming with
increasing airfoil thickness within the rrmge of Rcynokls
number between 15.0X10S and 25.OX 106. The trend is ~
not entirely consistent, and it cannot be assumed that i-my
advantage can be retained by the thicker sections as the value
of the Reynolds number k increased beyoncl those considered
in this investigation. The results of tests made on these+
same sections with standard leading-edge roughness lmve
been correlated to give the variation of minimum drag with
thicknessratio at a Reynolds number of 6.0X 10°(refcrencc 1).
These results, which correspond to fully developed tur- ‘
bulent boundary layers on the airfoil surfaces, show that “
the minimum drag increases fairly rapiclly as the thickness
of the section is increased. The fact tlmt the drag at a
Reynolds number of 25.0X 10sis approximatdy the same for
the smooth airfoils of different thicknesses would seem to
indicate .a variation in the relative intent of turbuknt flow
on the different a,irfoik. If such is the case, incensing the
Reynolds number beyond 25.OX 10&ton. value nt which fully
developed turbulent layers exist on the surfncm of all the
airfoils would presumably result in minimum drng cocffi- ‘
cients which,increase with airfoil thickness ratio.
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(a]Lffc &~a~t~~is~f~~.
FIGCRK 6.—Aerod~smk chsrscteristfcs of the X-AC& 6+61S airfoiI section. Flmggei s~boIs denote Mdirrg-alge roughness.
(b) Drag characcerfstics.
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FIGURE 7.—Aerodynamfc characteristics of the NAOA 6W16airfoil section. Flagged symboIs denote Ieading-edge roughness.
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>
The greater extent of the Iami.mtrboundary layer which
results as the point of minimum pressure is moved rearward
is evidenced by the progressively lower minimum drag co-
efficients of the NACA 63–006, NAC!A 64-006, and NACA
65-006 airfofl sections at a Reynolds number of 3.0X10!
(fig. 10 (b)). In general, moving the point of minimum
pressure rearward has little effect on the sequence in which
the boundary-layer effects occur. The values of the drag
coefficient for these airfoils appear to be relatively insensitive
to variations in the Reynolds number until a Reynolds num-
ber of the order of 15.0X 10s is exceeded. At higher Reyn-
olds numbers, the rate of forward movement of transition
appears to be reduced as the point of minimum pressure is
moved from 30 percent to 40 percent chord. Further rear-
ward movement of the position of miuimum pressure has
little efl’ect on the rate of the forward movement of tran-
sition, at least for these thin airfoils. The data for the 9-
percenMhick-d3-series and 64-series airfoils show the same
trends.
An inspection of figure 10 (c) shows that the addition of
a small amount of camber to the 9-percent-thick and 12-
percent-thick 63-seriessections does not have any consistent
effect upon the value of the minimum drag between Reynolds
numbers of 3.0X’108 and 9.0X 10s. Increases in the Reyn-
oIds number beyond 9,0X 10B,however, appear to cause
more rapid forward movement of transition for the cambered
airfoils than for the symmetrical airfoik. Only two cam-
bered sections were tested, however, and this trend is there-
fore not very well established.
The addition of standard roughness to the NACA 63-009
section (@. 10 (c)) causes a large increase in the minimum
drag at all Reynolds numbers, but increasing the Reynolds
number has a favorable effect in reducing the drag. These
results are to be expected from a consideration of bounclary-
layer theory for a fully developed turbuIent boundary lmycr.
(See reference 4.)
Low-drag range,—Increasing the Re.ynoMs number from
90X 10Gto 15.0X 10s resulted in the almost complete dis-
appearance of the low-drag range of all the airfoils exccp t
that of 18 percent thickness (figs. 1 to 9). The previously
d~cussed predominating influence of forwmd movement of
transition at the higher Reynolds numbers, together with
the influence of pressuregradient upon the Reynolds number
at which this forward movement begins to predominante,
explains these drag results.
Brag data outside the low-drag range,—The drag poltirs
for the different airfoils (figs. 1 to 9) indicate that, for n given
lift coefficient outside the low-drag range, the clrag decreases
as the Reynolds number is varied from 3.0X 10° to 9.0X 10°.
Further increases in the Reynolds number, however, C1Onot
seem to have any appreciable effect upon the chg. Vmia-
tions in the airfoil design parameters appcm to have no con-
sistent influence upon the effect of R.eynolds number on the
drag outside the low-drag range. Although roughness in-
creases the drag greatly in this region, the vtdue of the drag
for the rough-surface condition seems to be rcl~tive]y insen-
sitive to Reynolds number as shown by the clata for the
NACA 63-009 section (fig. 2).
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LIFT
The important cha.r~cteristics associated tith the Mt.
cur-r-eare the angle of zero Iift, Iift-curve slope, and the ma.ti-
mum lift coefficient. In order to facilitate the analysis of
Liftdata presented in figures 1 to 9, va.luesof these pmam-
eters -weredetermined from the test data at the six Reynolds
numbers between 3.0X 10sand 25.0X 10G. The values of the
angle of zero lift of the cambered airfoils showed almost no
variation -ivit.hReynolds number and, therefore, are not
presented as a cross plot against Reynolds number. The
values of the section lift-curve slope and ma.xinmmsection
lift coefficient are presented as functions of Reynolds num-
ber in figures 11 and 12.
Lift-curve slope.—The lift-cur-i-e slopes mere obtained
from tie best representative straight line through the
e.sperimental-data points in the m@e-of-attnck range of 4°
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on each side of the design lift coefficient. Throughout the
range of Rey~olds number of this investigation, the values of
the lift-curve slope (fig. 11) for the smooth sections tested are
very close to that predicted by thin-airfoti theory (2u per
radian or 0.110 per degree). The lift-curve sIopes of some
of the sections show a sIight tendency to increase with
Reynolds number but, for design purposes, this slight fiect
is probably unimportant. l’or the airfoils under considera-
tion, the section lift-curve slope varies only slightly with the
airfoil thickness form but increases with thickness. This
trend was noted in the data of reference 1 for all NACA
6-series airfoils. The addition of leading-edge roughness to
the ~ACA 63-009 section does not affect appreciably the
section lift-curve slope in the range of Reynolds number of
this investigation. This result should not, however, be
taken to apply to airfoils of all thickness ratios. The data
of reference 1 show the values of the lift-curve slope of the
smooth and rough airfoils to diverge appreciably as the
thickness ratio is increased above 10 to 12 percent. These
data- are for a Reynolds number of 6.0 X 10° but a somewhat
simih-ir trend might be expected at higher Reynolds imrnbers.
Maximum Iift.-The effects on the maximum lift of increase
in the Reynolds number from. 3.0X 10° to 25.0X 10° foIIow
either of two general trends, depending upon the order of mag-
nitude of the airfofi thickness ratio (fig. 12). For airfoils of 12
percent thickness or Iess,the maximum lift remains relatively
constant over the lower range of Reynolds number. lMend-
ing the Reynolds number beyond this range, however, causes
a rapid increase followed by a leveling off or slight decrease of
the maximum lift. The results obtained for the 18-percent-
thick section, however, show an entirely different typo of
scale effect as evidenced by a relatively steady increase in
maximum lift over the Reynolds number range.
The detailed differences in the flow mechanism responsib~e
for the observed differences in the type of scale effect shown
by the thick and thin sections are not entirely clem. Un-
published data at a Reynolds number of 6.0X 10° show that
63-series airfQils, of 12 percent thickness and less, stall m a
result of abrupt laminar sepwation of tho flow near the
leading edge, whereas 63-series airfoils of 18 percent thickness
stall as a result of a gradual separation of the turbulent layer
moving forward from the trailing edge. By the use of
these results as a starting point, a qualitative flow mechanism
can be traced which offers a possible explanation for tho type
of scale effect shown by the thick and thin sections. The
basic id.~s presented in the following discussion of the flow
mechanism are those of Jacobs and Sherman (reference 5)
in a some-what extended form.
Consider first the airfoils of 12 percent thickness or less
which are known to stall as a result of laminar separation at
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the leading edge. The point at which laminar separation
occurs and the magnitude of the pressure recovery -which
may be withstood before the h-imina.rlayer separates are not
influenced by the -due of the Re.yuolds number. For
airfoils which stall by separation of the laminar layer near
the leading edge, the Reynolds number would not, therefore,
be expected to have any effect upon the maximum lift if the
possibility of the separated layer reattaching itself to the
surface were disregarded. Since the data of figure 12 show
no sca.leeffect on the maximum lift of the thk airfoils over
t-helower range of Reynolds number and since these airfoik
are kuovm to stal.Iby la.mimwseparation tit-hiu this range,
it n@ht be assumed that,,once the flow is completely sepa-
rated, increasing the Reynolds number does not result in its
reattachment within this lower range of Reynolck number.
The subsequent rapid increase in maximum Iift o-rer a
relatively shori range of Reynolds number (fig. 12) is believecl
to indicate that the separated la-mina.rlayer is reattaching
itself to the surface as a turbulent layer. Data. showing such
a reattachment wit-ha “bubble” or “dead air” region misting
between the points of laminar separation and turbulent
reattachment are presented in references 6 and 7. These
results aIso show that the bubble decreases in size as the
Reynolds number is increased for an aidofi at a giveri angle
of at-tack. A qwditative speculation is acbrancedin reference
6 as an e.xplanatiofifor the reattachment aRd decrease in size
of the bubble with increasing Reyuolds n~ber under given
conditions of pressure gradient. According to these ideas, a
defite Reyuolcls number R’ should exist between the point
at which laminar separation occurs and the point of transition
along the separated la.mimm layer at which turbulence
begins. If the assumption is made that t-he turbulence
spreads from the transition point tit a given a.n@e, reattach-
ment will occur when this spreading turbulent flow strikes
t-he surface and estabIiehw itself as a turbulent boundary
layer. For a given airfoil shape at a given angle of attack,
increasing the wing Reynolds number w-ill decrease the
distance corresponding to the Reynolds nu~ber R’ necessary
for the separated laminar layer to break up-into turbulence.
The size of the bubble, therefore, decreases with increasing
Re-ynolds number.
By application of the ideas.just discussed to the phenome-
non of laminar separation of the flow near the leading edge
of an a.irfofi, the point of reattachment may be seen to d-
penalupon the pressure gradient., the Reynolds number, a.ncl
the curvature of the airfoil surface. hsume that the Reyn-
olds number of one of the thin airfoils (fig. 12 (a.)) is such
t-hat.the flow just reattaches itself to the surface at a.nangle
of attack corresponding to maximum M at a somewhat lower
Reynolds number. Increasing the angle of attack under
such circumst-ant= will have the following effects. The
pressure gradient at the leading edge will become more ad-
verse and the negative pressure peak, higher. The lamimr
separation point will then move forward around the curved
lea.dingedge of the airfoil. On the assumption that the sep-
arated kninar layer flows away from the surface in a direc-
tion tangential to the surface at the poink of separation
forward movement of the separation point has a defu&Iy
adverse effect upon the possibility of flow reattachment. On .
the other hand, because of the increased -reloc.itiesover t-he
surface, the linear distance corresponding to the Reynolds
number R’ required for turbulence to begin in the separated
layer decreases, and this decrease has a favorable effect upon
flow attachment. For a given angle of attack and bubble
sise, further increases in M at the same Reynolds number ‘--
would seem to depend upon the relative strength of these
two effects. The data of figure 12 (a), which show the maxi-
mum lift of the thinner m“rfoilsto increase rapiclly over a
relatively short range of Reynolds number, would seem to
indicate that ai a gi~en angle of attack and depending upon
the inititd bubble size, which in turn depends upon the wing
Reynolds number, appreciable iocrease in lift is possible
before forwarcl movemen~ of sepa.ration becomes the pre-
dominant effect and causes the flow to separate permanently.
The preceding discussion is based on the assumption that ““”
ma~um Iift is a function only of phenomena occur@ at
the leading eclge. The changes in the flow field near the
leading eclge, however, cannot be considered as affecting
only local conditions at that point but must also be considered
in relation to the flow over the rear of the airfoil. The
decrease in sise of the la.minar-separation bubble near the
leading edge has a beneficial effect upon the hrrbulerd layer
near the trailing edge. “f’hisbeneficial effect depends on t-he
fact that the init-icilconditions of the turbulent layer as it
begins near the leading edge me so altered that more pressure
recovery may be withstood before separation begins near
the trailing edge. The increased negative pressure peaks
near the leading edge which the decrease in size of the
lamina.r-separation bubble permits, however, have a dis-
tinctly adverse effect upon the tendency of the turbulent
layer to separate at the rear of the a“doil.
& the process of increasing maximum lift with increasing
Reynolds number continues, a situation may be imagined
in which the turbulent layer near the traiIing edge becomes
critical and starts to separate. The effect of this separation
on the flow field around the airfoil is of the same type as that
produced by the small negative deflection of a pla@, flap.
The beginn.@ of turbulent separation at the rear of the
airfoil thus results in higher negative pressure peaks near
the .leding edge for a given lift coefficient (reference 8).
The effect of these higher peaks is to increase the size of the
hmnin.ar+eparat-ionbubble- which, together with the higher
pressurerecoveries, tends to cause more turbulent separation
at the rear of the airfofl. A regenerative process could thus
be established which would quickly limit t-hemaximum lift.
Such a process is believed to be responsible for the experi-
mentally observed fact (fig. 12 (a)) that the maxi.qygn Iift
of the thin airfoils, after a rapid rise o-ma a relatively ,short
rarge of Reyaolds number, rather suddenly ceases to increase.
A consideration of these ideas indicates t-hat, even within
that rarge of Reynolds number where laminar separation at
the leading edge is known to Iimit the Iift &in the first flat
portion of the scale-effect curves (fig. 12 (a)), the tenclency
toward turbulent separation “at the rear of the airfoil may
have a controlhg effect upon the observed phenomenon of
kmina.r separation at the leading edge.
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If the preceding discussion is assumed to depict a reason-
ably accurate qualitative picture of the mechanism by which
maximum lift is reached at the upper end of that small
range of Reynolds number over which the maximum lift
increases rapidly, the lack of further appreciable scale effect
would seem to indicate that separation of the turbulent layer
is little affected by variations in the Reynolds number. The
work of Voti Doenhoff and Tctervin (reference 9) on turbulent
separation indicates that; if the initial conditions of the
turbulent iayer are not altered, increasing the Rcynolds
number actually has a slightly adverse effect upon the amount
of pressure recovery which may be withstood before turbu-
lent separation occurs. The lack of adverse scaIe effect
shown by most of the data of figure 12 (a) can possibly be
explained by variations in tbe condition of the short laminar
layer near the leading edge which change the initial conditions
of the turkndentlayer a sufficient amount to mask the ex-
pected adverse eflect.
The hwge differences in the type of stall and scale effect
of. the thinner sections as compared with those of the 18- “
percent-thick airfoil have already been pointed out. The
data obtained in previously mentioned unpublished stall
studies show gradual separation of the turbulent boundary
layer near the trailing edge to limit the lift of the 18-percent-
thick section. The character of the lift-curve peak of the
NACA 633-018 airfoil (fig. 6) as compared with that of the
thinner sections also gives some indication that turbulent
separation is limiting the lift of the 18-percent-thick section.
In view of the preceding discussion of the effect of Reynolds
number on turbulent separation, however, the only explana-
tion for the large scale effect shown by this airfoil would
seem to be associated with rapidly changing initial conditions
of the turbulent layer near the leading edge as the Reynolds
number is varied. For an explanation of the variation of
these initial conditions, the behavior of the short laminar
layer near the leading edge must again be examined.
The pressure gradients near the. leading edge of the
1~.-percent-thicksection, although not sutlicient.lyadverse to
cause complete separation a.t the Reynolds numbers .of this
investigation, might be great enough to produce a laminar-
sepamtion bubble of the type previously described. A steady,
decrease in size of this bubble with increasing Reynolds
number could probably cause a favorable change in the
initial conditions of the turbuleit layer of such magnitude
that turbulent separation at the rear would be delayed to
higher lift coeillcients. Such. a phenomenon would account
for the variation of the maximum lift with Reynolds number
for the 18-percent-thick section. It seems reasonable to
suppose, however, that, at some higher value of the Reynolds
number, the bubble would be nonexistent and, at an even
higher Reynolds number, the laminar layer would be so thin
that further decrease in its thickness resulting from increasing
Reynolds number would have littIe effect on the initial
conditions of the turbulent layer. When such a condition is
reached, the maximum lift, would presumably decrease
somewhat with further increases in Reynolds number. An
indication that this type of scale effect would actiudy occur
may be found in the results for the hTACA 8318 airfoil
which are discussed in reference 5.
Although the characteristic shape of the cu.rvcof maximum
~ift against Reynolds number is essentially t.hc same for the
airfoils of 12 percent thickness and hm, the wducs of the
Reynolds number at which the different cflccts occur vary
somewhat with the airfoil thickness and thickness form
(figs. ]2 (a) and 12 (b)). One effect upon tb.c varimtion of
maximum ~ift with Reynolds number of incrmsing the
airfoil thickness ratio seems to be a decrease of t-heVIIIUCof
the Reynolds number at which the maximum lift begins to
increase rapidIy with Reynolds number (fig. 12 (a)). An
increase in airfoil thickness ratio causes tk severity of the
surface curvature near the leading edge to be rcduccd which
in turn decreases the magnitude of the adverse prcssLwc
gradient just behind the leading edge. When consiclcrcd in
relation to the previous qualitative discussion of the mech-
anism of maximum lift, these two effects of increasing
thickness would tend to explain the experimental results.
The data of figure 12 (a) also show the magnitude of the
favorable scale effect to decrease somewhat with airfoil
thicl&es up to thickness ratios of 12 percent of the chord,
A change in the relative strength of the tendency toward
laminar separation at the leading edge aid turbulent scpma-
tion at the trailing edge is probably responsible for this
behavior.
The data pertaining to the effect of thickness form upon
the maximum lift are restricted to movement of the position
of minimum pressure on the basic thickness form at zero lift
from 30 percent to 50 percent chord and from 30 percent to
40 percent chord for airfoil-thickness ratios of 6 and 9 percent
of the chord, respectively. For these thickness ratios, the.
position of minimum pressure does not appear to have a very
powerful effect upon the maximum lift (fig, 12 (b)). Between
Reynolds numbers of 15.OX 106and 25.0X 10°, the data for
the airfoilsof 6 percent thicknessseem to indicate that moving
the position of minimum pressure rearward decreases the
maximum lift and delays the rapid rise in maximum lift with
Reynolds number. The results, however, are not entirely
consistent. Moving the position of minimum prcssuro
rearward has somewhat the same effect upon the surface
curvature and the resultant pressure gradients ncm the
leading edge as decreasing the thickness ratio for a given
position of minimum pressure. Rearward movement of the
position of minimum pressure would, therefore, be expectcd
to shift to higher values the Reynolds number at which the
rapid rise in maximum lift with Reynolds number begins.
For the very thin airfoik, however, the effect dots not a~pear
to be important. On the other hand, the data of rcfercncc 1
show that, at Reynolds numbers between 3.0X 10° and
9.0X 1(Y,moving the position of minimum pressure rearward
has a defmitely adverse effect upon the maximum lift of the
thicker airfoils.
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TIM effect upon the masirnum lift of the addition of a
srnaLIamount of the uniform load type of camber to the
63-series airfoils of 9 percent thickness and 12 percent
thickness is shown in fi=gure12 (c). The camber increases
the mmimum Lift of both airfoils at all Reynolds nnmbers
but does not materially change the general character of
the scale-effect curves. The value of the Reynolds number
at which the maximum Liftrises rapidly, ho-wever, is lowered
when camber is addecl to the 9-percent-thick section. Since
camber so charges the curvature of the airfo~lsurface near
the leading eclge that the separated kuninar layer may
attach itacdf to the surface more readily, t-hisresuh is not
surprising.
The results obtained for the NACA 63-009 airfoil section
equipped with a 0.20c sirmdated split flap deflected 600
are also presented in figure 12 (c). These data show the
scale-effect curve for the airfoil with split flap to parallel
that for t-heplain airfoiI throughout the range of Reynolds
number. This result would seem to indicate that the rela-
tionship between the -rarious parameters -which ha-re been
suggestedas cont,roll~the maximum M is uncha~aed by
the deflection of a spfitiflap. SufEcient data are not avail-
able, however, to show the generaI validity of th$ remdt.
The fact should be remembered that the discussion of the
effects of camber is based on tests of thin NACA 6-series
sections having smaH amounts of the uniform load type of
camber. Accordingly, the conclusion cannot be made that
the effect of different types and a.monnts of camber in
combination wiih d.iflerent types of basic thickness forma
-would be the same as that show-n by the present tests.
Siiarly, the results obtained for the 9-percent-thick section
with split flap are not necessarily results that might be
obtained with other teypesof flaps on other airfoils.
Tests of the NACA 63-009 airfoiI with a roughened lead@
edge (fig. 12 (a)) show that the maximum lift rema.inarela-
tively constant throughout the Reynolds number range of
the tests. The roughness at the leading edge, of course,
causes the boundary-layer flow to be turbulent over t-he
entire airfoil. From a consideration of this fact in relation
to the previous discussionof turbulent separation, the absence
of scale eflect for the rough condition might have been
expected.
CONCLTJDINGREMARKS
Results are presented of an investigation made to deter-
mine the two-dimensional lift and drag characteristics of
nine hTACA 6-series airfoiI sections at Reynolds numbers
of 15.OX 10G,20.0 X106, and 25.OX 10G. Also presented are
data from NACA Rep. 824 for the same airfoils at Reynolds
numbers of 3.0X 10G,6.0X 10G,and 9.0X 10C.. Qualitative
explanations in terms of flow behavior are advanced for the
observed types of scale effect.
The discussion of the phenomena “at maximum Iift is
particularly speculative aud indicates that much more re-
search is necessary before this problem can be analyzed
quantitatively. In particular, quantitative data relating to
the mechanism controlling the reattachment of the separated
laminar layer to the surface and the conditions of t-he tur-
bulent layer folIowing reattachment are necessary. Should
a general investigation of these problems yield fruitful
results, it- is believed that, -with the aid of the relations for “““-
turbulent separation pre.viowdy developed by the hTACA,
an intelligent approach to the ‘calculation of the mtiunv
lift coefficient for difTerent airfoils at different Reynolds -- –
numbers could be made.
UntiI such time as calculations of t-hisnature are possible, -”
the most important. conclusicm to be drawn from the ma-xi- .
mum Iift results of this investigation, from a consideration
of airpkme design, relates to the comparison of the airfoils
at different Reynolds numbers. Although the airfoik of
12 percent thickness and less had the same type of scale-
effect curves, the Reynolds numbers at -which the dif!ierent
effects predominate -raried. The H3-percent-thick section
had a type of ma.xirnum-hft variation with the Reynolds
number that was entirely clithrent from the thinner sections.
Any comparison of airfoiI ma-tium-hft characteristics can
be made only if the data for the group of airfoils under
consideration are available at the same Reynolds number.
The choice of an optimum airfoil for maximum lift for a
given application, therefore, must be determined from data
correspondi~m to the operating Reynolds number of the
application.
LANGLEY AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
~ATIOXAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR hROMUTICS,
LANGLEY AIR FORCE B..wE,VA., October13, 19.48.
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